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Mad Science Summer Camp at
21915 Royal Montreal Dr Katy,
TX - 77450
832-437-1777

DON'T DELAY...ENROLL TODAY
Register Now at Best Kids Academy!
Website: www.bestkidsacademy.com
Email: bestkidsacademy@yahoo.com

Turn on your BRAIN, not your TV!
Jump into our world for a week and have a BLAST this summer the Mad Science way! Our
week long camps are filled with eye-popping science that will spark any child’s interests.
Children will take a fun science ride through hands-on experiments and interactive
demonstrations. Mad Science will have children learning to love science in no time!

9:00 AM – 12:00 PM
Week

Camp Topic(Ages 6 – 12 years)

6/11/18- 6/14/18
6/18/18- 6/21/18
6/25/18- 6/28/18
7/9/18 – 7/12/18
7/16/18 – 7/19/18
7/23/18 – 7/26/18
7/30/18 – 8/2/18

NASA
Science in Motion
Crazy Chemworks
Secret Agent Lab
Adventures in the Wild
NASA
Science in Motion

Mad Science Camp Only Monday-Thursday (9am-12pm): $175.00
Full Day Monday-Thursday Camp: $275.00
Full Day Camp with Field Trip Monday-Friday: $315.00
*Other fees- Registration: $40.00, T-shirt: $10.00, Weekly lunch:
$24.00, Daily lunch: $5.00, or bring your own lunch

CAMP DESCRIPTONS
Adventure in the Wild
Nature is calling! Can you hear it? In this camp, children will go on a nature scavenger hunt, learn about the animal
kingdom and discover how they can help protect our beautiful Earth! We will make paper, learn about recycling, dissect
owl pellets and create the best eco-system with all the information we will learn about our planet. Join us as we take a
walk on the wild side and through science, learn to appreciate the world around us!

Secret Agent Lab
Look out 007—the Mad Science Spy Academy is in session! Using powers of observations and the Inspect kit, our young
forensic scientists will have all they need to get started on their detective adventure. Become a super spy and learn clever
ways of performing tasks in this hands-on view at the science that spies use. From decoding messages to metal detectors
and night vision, campers will have the opportunity to check out spy equipment and step into the shoes of a spy in action!

Science in Motion
Take an in-depth look at the science behind everyday machines and cool science in this camp about engineering. We’ll
see how your Jr. Mad Scientist brings their inner engineer to life while they construct an amazing kaleidoscope, learn
about levers and automatons and create their own contraptions. In the process even become architects by building our
own geodesic dome that we’ll even get a chance to climb inside!

NASA: Journey Into Outer Space (ages 6-12)
From our Earth’s atmosphere to the outer reaches of our solar system, this
hands-on program sends children on a quest for exploration! Comets, planets,
stars and more are all waiting to be discovered. Learn about the four forces of
flight, the challenges of space travel, and explore the science involved in
rocket construction as you build your own Skyblazer II Rocket™! Travel to
the end of the rainbow and make a sunset, use your Bead Dipper™ to create a
3-dimensional glow-in-the-dark constellation, see comets up close as one is
formed before your eyes, and take home your very own Catch-a-Comet™!

Crazy Chemworks (ages 6-12)
Shake up a flask of fun in the lab as a junior chemist! These five half-days of
chemistry are packed solid with cool reactions. Campers put on some goggles
and change liquid to solid and back again. They get to handle laboratory tools,
build and break molecules, and pick up some tricks on chemical changes.

